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About This Game

Astrela Starlight is an adventure game where the player can explore, interact with various NPCs, complete quests, mine and
refine materials, then build new spacecraft and space stations.

Command the Astrela

You have been given command of the Astrela and sent to the Lystran region of our galaxy. Four different races have already
settled here along the path of an advanced race that disappeared long ago. As a member of the Risian, only your advanced
capabilities and spacecraft will be able to solve the mystery of the lost race, and help the new races complete their quests.

Salvage the Tserilecx

The Tserilecx is an advanced Risian ship used for hauling resources and constructing space stations. Salvage the Tserilecx and
start building an empire.
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Converse with NPCs throughout the Lystran Region

Meet the Cetus race. From the water world of Ceton, the Cetus have traveled to this region and need your help exploring,
mining resources, and building a star dock. Converse with many NPCs, learn new information, and complete quests.

Mine Resources

Mine hydrogen as the basic currency throughout the game. Explore to discover planets, moons, and other celestial phenomenon
to mine more advanced metals, gases, and other useful compounds.

Trade Resources and Technologies

Trade with NPCs and stations for rare resources and ship's systems.

Manage Ship's Systems

Equip systems, manage your reactors, and transfer power between systems for extreme speed, defense, or fire power.
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Title: Astrela Starlight
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Master Plan Multimedia LLC
Publisher:
Master Plan Multimedia LLC
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or greater, 64 bit

Processor: 2.2ghz or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4600 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I keep getting error messages, the fatal kind.... I have been trying to play for hours.... really tired.... I want my money back.... fix
it...!!!!!. As good as the first, if not better - marvelous addition!. This game looks so great in screenshots, but is such a let-down
to play :(

I, of course, ignored all the negative reviews because it just looked so purty. Huge mistake. This game is not worth the cost of
entry.. I might write another review when I play more, but for now here is what I think after reaching the first boss. (I won't be
talking about the sound since my laptop was muted)

I had played Gemstone at Insomnia awhile ago and enjoyed it. I brought it yesterday since it was on sale and sat down to play it
today. I really did enjoy it and like how simple the controls are and how simple the game is so far. I do expect it to become
harder.

However, there are two things I need to make aware. The first is the bright purple light when you enter a portal and the bright
red light when you beat a boss. Although I do not suffer from epilepsy, I found it too bright, harsh and sudden.
The second problem that could have been my own fault is that the first boss can trap you in the corner and chip away at your
health. I was able to escape but it still something that I feel should be brought up. But again it might have been my own fault.

I'm sure if the first issue is dealt with soon, the game would be much better. So I give this a recommend.. This game is
absolutely terrible.
The art is rudimentary, the story banal, and the gameplay tedious and awkward.

It features approximately four minutes of gameplay, stretched out by artificial difficulty induced by the poor drawings and lack
of any distinguishing features to identify the objects against the background.

It is not entertaining. It is not educational. It is not anything.. Simple but fun to play game at a certain level, then it gets a bit
boring and repetitive (if you try to get all achievements, yes, it's a bit grindy).
Nonethless, it made smile with it's simplicity and still catchy characters to play (e.g. Doge).
Though it feels like a mobile phone game rather than PC it's still a nice effort, worth to try imo.
Achievements were broken but it was fixed a few weeks ago so everything is working fine now.
Get it on a discount and make it 100%. Grindy but eventually you'll get it.. One of the best achivements for Achievement
Showcase!
Thanks Developers!
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It used to load photos from Google Photos but now it just hangs and never works. I have done the browser sign in process so it's
not that it's waiting for the browser. It's a shame, I used to like it but it became useless. It doesn't even load any sample photos..
It´s a great game! .. one thing is a killer! .. there is a bloody level cap! .. What were they thinking?!!.. After that, I didnt realy
wanted to complete.. Which suck balls!. I rate the game Hurricane of the Varstray: Collateral Hazard 4/5. Good.

This is another "Schmup" (I'm not sure where that term comes from but I think it's some sort of partial abbreviation) game
wherein loads of enemies fly in from the top of the screen to be continuously annihilated (if you can react in time) by the loads
of firepower you continuously shoot towards the top of the screen. You control a little futuristic spacecraft (which you view
from a top-down angle) and dodge the enemies and their own numerous (but slower moving) projectiles as the landscape scrolls
by beneath your ship.

Though extremely easy (usually games in this genre are extremely, impossibly hard), this game is good for a lot of reasons.

This game has,

-Good graphics which are colorful and pretty throughout.
-Good techno music often with nice driving beats (unusually good for a game of this type actually).
-At least adequate sound effects.
-Good enemies which are at least somewhat inventive and unique looking.
-Good controls which are highly responsive.
-Fairly good voice acting (but the audio is in Japanese) but is often funny sounding (probably intentionally) at times with
amazingly, hilariously bad Japanese to English translated subtitles.
-Tries really hard to have a detailed plot with characters which you care about (indeed the ending occasionally brings me almost
to tears for such is the excellence of the voice acting).
-Nifty, (though totally overdone) anime style complete with a fairly long anime styled slideshow at the game's conclusion.

But the plot, though excellently detailed, does have a serious problem. It is perhaps the most unintentionally funny and confusing
time travel paradox I have seen in a long time. As if this plot wasn't confusing and convoluted enough already, the spoken
dialogue (spoken in Japanese only) is written in amazingly, hilariously broken English. When I say broken English, I mean to an
extent that often puts the phrase "All your base are belong to us" and the game that phrase is from to utter shame.

The amazingly bad Japanese-to-English translations throughout this game are utterly hilarious and make the game more funny
and entertaining than it ever could have intentionally been and, unlike every previous game I can think of which has such
consistently bad Japanese-to-English translations, this game's dialogue and accompanying text goes on and on and on (much like
this review). Philosophical concepts, vulgar dialogue, intimate feelings, political intrigue, crazy sci-fi time travel paradoxes, all
of it is written in what might be one of the worst translations to English I have ever seen or heard of. The hilariousness of the
mistranslations alone, especially in this day and age, should make this game an instant cult classic.

But beyond the badly translated dialogue and crazily convoluted plot, there is still a truly excellent (though fairly easy and
remarkably forgiving) classic early 1990's arcade style game here and I feel lucky to have stumbled upon it. There are multiple
modes and multiple difficulties and not very many bugs (the worst of which is this game's tendency to have to be told each time
you start it that it should run in full-screen mode).

I sincerely hope that a sequel is made. In fact, I can hardly wait for it so I can see if the Japanese to English translation has
improved.. How do developers still get away with releasing games like this? What a steaming pile of {exploitive}. For real. I
was excited for this to come out because it had the look of games like Salt and Sanctuary that I love, but it plays like a rejected
Game Boy title from 1990. Controls are terrible, all you can do is jump and hack with your stupid little pixel sword (you can
roll, but you still get damaged by anything you roll into, which utterly defeats the purpose). THe enemies are repetitive and
completely unoriginal and the optimization just sucks (they mst have skipped that part so they could rush this one out and take
our cash).
Seriously, another shameful piece of crap. I think the game development industry has become as corrupt, bland and misguided
as the country itself. Whoever made this, dont quit your day job. P.S: This review is based on MY experience, and reflects MY
opinion.

+ Cute animals! Sleeping, running around!
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+ You are an alien ship, kidnapping these animals without disturbing them to point of self-destruction. You gotta be smooth :O
+ Graphics are cartoon-like and colorful.
+ Sounds are fun and not annoying.
+ Lots of levels & multiplayer option.

Have fun.
. Slick puzzle game with a great difficulty curve to start out. The move limit really keeps the pace flowing, while forcing you to
try to find the best solution. The soundtrack is a nice bonus with mellow piano chords. I did fall out after just a short while
though not really able to explain why. 4/5

Steam Sale! Celebrating the release of The Crooked Man!:
Today we have released "The Crooked Man" developed by Uri Games, the first installment in "The Strange Man" series.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/736570/The_Crooked_Man/

We are also planning to release the other titles in this series.

To celebrate the launch of this title, we have set some fantastic 2D pixel games from Playism on sale! So please enjoy them all
together.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/524850/Alicemare/

In addition, we would like to introduce the impressions from Miwashiba, the developer of Alicemare, about The Strange Man
series.

The Strange Man series offers up gripping horror vignettes of the highest caliber — among a gauntlet of other emotions,
besides.
Horror games make me squeamish—I had to play this game from behind a pillow—but I was captivated into pushing
through by the intriguing story and characters. I found myself caught in an endless cycle of wanting to move on, and
being too afraid to do so.
I want for everyone to uncover what lies within for themselves; if you are in any way inclined, I urge you to play the
series front to finish. Give the Strange Man series a chance to get its hook into you.

We hope you enjoy it!. Star Explorers Testing Version Updated to 2.5:
Version 2.5 is up. Here is what I was able to address so far:

 Now, when you install the new version, you should be able to adjust controls and settings before starting a new game.

 Lava and Ice should remain at a consistent level when revisiting planets.

 Launching rockets in caves works correctly now, and they should not blow up in your face.

 Unloading a weapon will no longer cause it to appear as a different weapon type if you place it in a cache or sell to a
trader.

 Ammo will no longer be removed from inventory is the amount on the ammo belt was at full capacity.

I have a handful of different small bugs I still want to address before naming the game 3.0. I hope to have this complete some
time this week actually. 3.0 looks like it may be the most stable version of Star Explorers. It should install and run without the
hang ups some players had, especially with Windows 10.
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. ENTER THE ANCIENT LABYRINTH!:

Playing as Pamela Cavendish, you will embark on the greatest adventure of your life into the fascinating world of antiquity.
Together with her colleague and fellow scholar Dr. Robert McNamara, our protagonist will follow the trail of a mysterious
organization whose members believe in the actual existence of the mythical Minotaur and are in fact preparing to bring back the
beast after more than 2,000 years. Pamela has to find out what really happened during the epic encounter between the demigod
Theseus and the beast Minotaur eons ago. She needs to learn the truth about the descendant of Ariadne, the only human capable
of thwarting the cult’s plans and stopping the beast of the labyrinth once and for all. Will she manage to defeat the malevolent
cult and stop the legendary horror from returning to our world?

Endless Fables will be available at 40% discount for a limited time after the release.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/504000?beta=0

. Announcement of Update V 1.1.5 for 《Princess of Holy Light》:
Thank you very much for your inclusiveness and support, and for giving us feedback in a timely manner. At present, our
development team has updated the version to V1.1.5. The main changes are as follows:
1. Added the quick undo function of the right mouse button in the combat operation;
2. Adjusted the effect of passive skill "Horse’s Endurance" and "accumulate" .. 0.8.2.00 patch notes:
0.8.2.00 Hollowed Centipede patch is live today, here's some highlights followed by the full patch notes.

Highlights:. Maintenance Update:
Hi,

we have released a new update for Dex. It is a maintenance/bugfixing update, addressing mainly the issues mentioned here on
Steam forums as well as several bug reports we received from our backers.

Changelog:
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Visual improvements for some areas of the game

More animations and animated characters added (ie. Afrodite Club)

Added Clara (ship for Samaras, visible from Docks)

Fixed the savefile corruption bug (or at least some of the occasions of it)

Numerous minor tweaks and fixes

Cheers!
Dex Devs. Monster Prom's first update is f*ckin’ hot!:

[monsterprom.pizza]

To the attention of all monster dating enthusiasts,

It’s been nearly two months since we started this hot and heavy adventure, and to show you we mean business, we’re rolling out
our first update, aptly titled “F*uckin’ Hot”. As the scowling scalding sun might have tipped you off, it’s a summer-themed
update, filled to the brim with all sorts of surprises, perfect for a fleeting fling.

Let’s bring the heat with the F*ckin' Hot Update!
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